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 a human "wild type" and that Native
 Americans, with rounder and flatter faces,
 reflect a more "domesticated" form as the

 Beringians settled down in the Americas
 and shifted from hunting and gathering
 to farming.

 But Raff, along with archaeologist David
 Meltzer of Southern Methodist University,
 Dallas, in Texas, argues that the changes
 could simply be the result of random

 UNIVERSITIES

 "genetic drift" over thousands of years. And
 Rolando Gonzalez-Jose, an anthropologist
 at the National Scientific and Technical

 Research Council in Puerto Madryn,
 Argentina, contends that the differences
 are actually the result of a broad genetic
 and anatomical diversity that developed
 during the so-called Beringian standstill—a
 proposed interlude of thousands of years
 when migrants from northeast Asia paused

 in Beringia before moving on to the
 Americas (Science, 28 February, p. 961).

 For the moment, Naia, from her watery
 grave deep in Hoyo Negro, has said all she
 can about the origins of the first Americans.
 But this might not be her last word:
 The team, Chatters says, will now try to
 sequence her nuclear DNA, in search of still
 more answers.

 -MICHAEL BALTER

 Job Change Lands Egyptian Scientist in Legal Battle
 Rania Siam thought she was putting her
 troubles behind her when she left Misr Uni

 versity for Science & Technology (MUST)
 near Cairo. It was June 2005, and the micro
 biologist had spent four tumultuous months
 as a lecturer there, quarreling with adminis
 trators and fellow faculty over working con
 ditions and research support. That Septem
 ber, she landed a tenure-track position at the
 American University in Cairo (AUC). But just
 when things were looking up, MUST sued her.

 In what observers call an unprecedented
 case in Egypt, MUST claimed that Siam's
 departure caused "damage to MUST's
 reputation and its scientific credibility," and
 "lost [MUST] the scientific and educational
 benefits, which [it] would have gained from
 [Siam's] research." MUST took particular
 umbrage at missing out on a grant that
 Siam had applied for during her brief stay
 at the university and demanded $3 million
 in damages.

 After 9 years of legal maneuvering, an
 Egyptian judge in March ordered Siam to pay
 MUST $49,000—the sum of the forfeited
 grant—in addition to court and attorney fees,
 and more than $14,000 in damages. Last
 week, Siam filed an appeal with the Court of
 Cassation, Egypt's highest judicial authority.

 The feud highlights the question of
 whether universities can claim compensation
 when a promising faculty member jumps
 ship. In the United States, for example, a
 university that poaches a star faculty member
 on sabbatical will often agree to pay the

 1 former employer a portion of that person's
 2 salary. The issue is of acute interest to Egypt's

 | private universities, which have sprung up
 | in large numbers to meet a growing demand
 z for higher education. With scant resources
 2 available from the Egyptian government,
 | fledgling private institutions have struggled
 jE to build research programs.
 s In late 2004, Siam was working in a
 5 biotechnology firm in San Diego, California,

 Submitting the proposal, Siam
 realized that carrying out the
 research in her allotted lab space
 would be a challenge.

 In her response filed with
 the court, she says she was
 especially irked by an expectation
 that she should store yeast cell
 lines in the same incubators as

 mammalian cells—which she

 saw as a recipe for contamination.
 Siam also maintains that she was

 not permitted to buy essential
 reagents or hire a technician.

 A former research assistant

 in another lab at MUST echoes

 Siam's complaints. Hany Fanous
 told Science that he had to wait

 6 months for approval to order
 reagents. When the reagents finally
 arrived, MUST administrators
 gave other university researchers
 permission to use them, Fanous

 — claims. "We filed a complaint"
 Embroiled. Rania Siam's former university sued her for resigning, with the university, he says. "It

 was rejected." MUST refused to
 when she decided to return to her native Egypt comment on the complaints.
 to be closer to her 11-year-old son, who was Fed up, Siam resigned. In September,
 living with his father in Cairo. In January the same month that she joined AUC, she
 2005, she responded to an advertisement learned that she had won the ICGEB grant,
 for a vacant faculty position at MUST. In a But when she informed ICGEB of her change
 job interview, she recalls, MUST President of affiliation, she was told that she could not
 Morad Abou-Sabe, who has since retired, transfer the funds to another institution. That
 discussed his hopes for improving research at same day, Siam was served the court papers
 the university. She liked what she heard. detailing MUST's case against her. "I thought

 Siam started at MUST that February, and about leaving Egypt," she says. But she
 by April she had submitted a grant proposal stayed to contest the suit, she says, because
 to the International Centre for Genetic she enjoys working at AUC.
 Engineering and Biotechnology (ICGEB), Over the next several years, Siam
 a U.N.-affiliated research outfit that aims to broadened her research to look at microbial

 advance research in the developing world, communities that thrive in hot, salt-rich pools
 Siam proposed working with ICGEB on the Red Sea floor. She has since received
 molecular geneticist Carlo Bruschi, based more than $6 million in funding from various
 in Trieste, Italy, on a study of proteins institutions and ascended the ranks of
 involved in yeast cell division. But after AUC's biology department, which she now
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 chairs. "She is one of our young stars," says
 Tarek Shawki, AUC's dean of the School of
 Sciences and Engineering. The lawsuit,
 however, cast a shadow. Rumors that she had
 stolen grant money were rife, Siam says.

 In November 2012, a court found in
 Siam's favor, stating that because MUST
 hadn't given her an employment contract,
 she was free to leave. MUST appealed and on
 16 March, Cairo's Court of Appeal
 overturned the lower court's verdict,
 ruling that Siam had nevertheless broken
 "authentic academic values" in not fulfilling
 her research duties. The $ 14,000 in damages,
 the judgment states, is compensation for
 "the loss of hope to the university and

 society" and for "moral damage incurred
 [by] MUST."

 "[The case] seems completely unrea
 sonable to me," says Gregory Marczynski, a
 biochemist at McGill University in Montreal,
 Canada, and Siam's former graduate adviser,
 who describes her work as "cutting-edge" and
 "highly collaborative." Although the order to
 compensate MUST for missing out on the
 grant may be in the "realm of reason," adds
 Aly El Shalakany, a partner at the Shalakany
 Law Office in Cairo who is not involved in the

 case, "I don't think it's fair." No hearing date
 has been set yet for Siam's appeal.

 MUST officials did not respond to
 questions from Science. In a statement to

 Science, Maged Said, a senior associate in the
 Tahoun Law Office, the Giza, Egypt-based
 firm representing MUST, repeated the initial
 claim that Siam had violated her obligations
 to the university by depriving it of the grant.

 If the verdict is upheld, it would "seriously
 undermine researchers' willingness to
 file grants" if they were even considering
 a career move, says Lisa Rasmussen, a
 research ethicist at the University of North
 Carolina, Charlotte. If scientists are not
 free to leave a university, she says, they are
 merely "agents of their institutions, rather
 than independent scientists."

 -JENNIFER CARPENTER

 Jennifer Carpenter is a writer in Toronto, Canada.

 CLIMATE CHANGE

 No Stopping the Collapse of West Antarctic Ice Sheet
 A disaster may be unfolding—in slow
 motion. Earlier this week, two teams of sci
 entists reported that Thwaites Glacier, a key
 stone holding the massive West Antarctic
 Ice Sheet together, is starting to collapse. In
 the long run, they say, the entire ice sheet is
 doomed. Its meltwater would raise sea levels

 by more than 3 meters.
 One team combined data on the recent

 retreat of the 182,000-square-kilometer
 Thwaites Glacier with a model of the glacier's
 dynamics to forecast its future. In a paper
 on page 735, they report that in as few as
 2 centuries Thwaites Glacier's edge will
 recede past an underwater ridge now
 stalling its retreat. Their models suggest
 that the glacier will then cascade into
 rapid collapse. The second team, writing
 in Geophysical Research Letters (GRL),
 describes recent radar mapping of West
 Antarctica's glaciers and confirms that
 the 600-meter-deep ridge is the final
 obstacle before the bedrock underlying
 the glacier dips into a deep basin.

 Because inland basins connect

 Thwaites Glacier to other major glaciers
 in the region, both research teams say
 its collapse would flood West Antarctica
 with seawater, prompting a near-complete
 loss of ice in the area over hundreds of years.
 "The next stable state for the West Antarctic

 Ice Sheet might be no ice sheet at all," says
 o the Science paper's lead author, glaciologist
 c Ian Joughin of the University of Washington
 | (UW), Seattle.
 | "Very crudely, we are now committed to
 ^ global sea level rise equivalent to a permanent
 5 Hurricane Sandy storm surge," says
 8 glaciologist Richard Alley of Pennsylvania

 State University, University Park, referring
 to the storm that ravaged the Caribbean and
 the U.S. East Coast in 2012. Alley was not
 involved in either study.

 Where Thwaites Glacier meets the

 Amundsen Sea, deep warm water burrows
 under the ice sheet's base, forming an ice
 shelf from which icebergs break off. When
 melt and iceberg creation outpace fresh
 snowfall farther inland, the glacier shrinks.
 According to the radar mapping released
 this week in GRL from the European Remote
 Sensing satellite, from 1992 to 2011 Thwaites

 Glacier retreated 14 kilometers. "Nowhere

 else in Antarctica is changing this fast," says
 UW Seattle glaciologist Benjamin Smith,
 co-author of the Science paper.

 To forecast Thwaites Glacier's fate, the
 team plugged satellite and aircraft radar maps
 of the glacier's ice and underlying bedrock
 into a computer model. In simulations
 that assumed various melting trends, the
 model accurately reproduced recent ice-loss
 measurements and churned out a disturbing

 result: In all but the most conservative melt

 scenarios, a glacial collapse has already
 started. In 200 to 500 years, once the glacier's
 "grounding line"—the point at which the
 ice begins to float—retreats past the ridge,
 the glacier's face will become taller and, like
 a tower of blocks, more prone to collapse.
 The retreat will then accelerate to more than

 5 kilometers per year, the team says. "On a
 glacial timescale, 200 to 500 years is the blink
 of an eye," Joughin says.

 And once Thwaites is gone, the rest of
 West Antarctica would be at risk.

 Eric Rignot, a climate scientist at the
 University of California, Irvine, and the
 lead author of the GRL study, is skeptical
 of Joughin's timeline because the
 computer model used estimates of future
 melting rates instead of calculations
 based on physical processes such as
 changing sea temperatures. "These
 simulations ought to go to the next stage
 and include realistic ocean forcing,"
 he says. If they do, he says, they might
 predict an even more rapid retreat.

 Antarctic history confirms the danger,

 Alley says: Core samples drilled into
 the inland basins that connect Thwaites

 Glacier with its neighbors have revealed
 algae preserved beneath the ice sheet, a hint
 that seawater has filled the basins within the

 past 750,000 years. That past flooding shows
 that modest climate warming can cause the
 entire ice sheet to collapse, Alley says. "The
 possibility that we have already committed
 to 3 or more meters of sea level rise from

 West Antarctica will be disquieting to many
 people, even if the rise waits centuries
 before arriving." -THOMAS SUMNER

 Linchpin.
 Thwaites Glacier

 is connected

 with its neigh

 bors in ways
 that threaten a

 wholesale col
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